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A collection of eclectic, abstract, and thought provoking ideas, commentary, and observations set to the

sounds of today expressed by young voices of tomorrow. 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style,

HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: The Deadly Alliance:No Mercy The Introduction The Deadly Alliance is

an allegiance of improvisational artists that was co-founded in Stnlithcatur, Ga. in 2003 by Skinny "C" and

TuSmooth. The Vision The vision, as expressed by Skinny "C" and TuSmooth, is to comprise talented,

skilled, and creative improvisational artists representing the different regions of the of hip hop nation and

then engage in collaborative explorations over hypnotic, melodic, underground tracks. The Mission The

mission is to locate the mc's that stole the enter and made it tainment, using the powerful arsenal

provided by Boy U Sick Beatz. The Deadly Alliances' mission is to rid the hip hop communities of mc

imitators, fakers, and haters all across the world. The Purpose The purpose of the Deadly Alliance is to

rescue as many hostages being held captive in a trance and under the spells of insight less mc's and then

destroy them along with the many underground networks, operations, and parties responsible for their

distribution and dissemination. The Agenda To expose and release the No Mercy CD containing

compositions involving social issues, current events, and controversial subjects as the first blow against

the establishment. The Deadly Alliance will strategically and systematically destroy all those whom

oppose and resist. The "No Mercy" compact disc contain discussions, interpretations, and commentary

on some of the biggest problems that serve as plagues on the hip hop nation of yesterday, today, and

tomorrow. Unconventionally the Deadly Alliance will use any means necessary, imaginable, and

obtainable to achieve success in this very difficult task. Profiles Skinny "C" Skinny "C" "the abstract" is the

co-leader in this revolt against the tyranny of destruction. As producer, writer, and performer, Skinny "C"

uses various non-fiction forms of references as source of inspiration to create the stimulating lyrics found
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in the vibrating "Share" while demonstrating outstanding versatility delivering the raw uncut lyrics in

"Sorry, Girl I Lost My Condoms." Skinny "C" is a self-educated musician and enjoys using Stnlithatur, Ga.

as the backdrop for his canvas of creativity. TuSmooth TuSmooth is also a co-founder of the Deadly

Alliance. Serving as producer, of the lyrically driven track "Can't Get Enuff." TuSmooth also doubles as

writer and lyrical assassin TSK-OTIC. TuSmooth makes appearances through out the "No Mercy" CD

delivering riveting phrases such as "I'll knock the sh*t out of a n*gga, and make him wipe it up! in "Alliance

Iz" and the aggressively expressed "Stick my d*ck in your skull and wash away your brain matter when I

piss, ya'll n*ggas can't fuck with this" in "No Mercy!" TuSmooth represents Stnlithcatur, Ga. and continues

to strive for lyrical supremacy. Being both prophetic and prolific TuSmooth is a force to be reckoned with,

if you dare. Psyko "C" The rebel of the Deadly Alliance from Stnlithcatur, Ga. native Psyko "C" has an

rambunctious, explosive, and volatile style that will leave listeners craving his next breath. As a free-style

specialist, Psyko "C"s best lyrical exacerbation can be heard in the composition "Chillin' Wit My Radio"

and "No Mercy." As a producer, writer, and performer, Psyko "C"s creativity has no limits. Pcyko "C"

possesses a hard street edge that is as authentic, thugish, and crunk as anyone in the game today.

Watch ya head shawty, he is about to blow! so don't stand to close. That's your warning from the Deadly

Alliance. Psyko "C" has truly earned his name. Sagarius Sagarius "the divine" from Stnlithcatur, Ga. is the

poetic synchronicity of the Deadly Alliance. As an original member Sagarius possesses production,

writing, and performing skills that are best appreciated when witnessed. Velvety in vocal delivery,

Sagarius provides the connection that is inclusive, diverse, and multi-demographically appealing.

Sagarius not only is the eloquent messenger on the surface but also takes you deep into thought riddling

messages between the rhymes. lil' fe' From California, lil' fe "the loner" of the Deadly Alliance, who could

not be contacted, obtained, quoted, interviewed, nor paraphrased for this report, is the latest addition to

the Deadly Alliance. The Deadly Alliance reserved the right to comment on his actions for another

occasion. The Deadly Alliance Allies Lawrence Martin a.k.a. Eldorado The Deadly Alliance Allies are well

equipped and well prepared for the battle ahead. Lawrence, a key ally, produces point blank dead aim on

the target precision with the rapid fire track "Alliance Iz", while showing his vocal and writing ability in

"Grinch," and "Share." Eldorado is very reliable, dependable, and professional in providing extra

ammunition. Villain Villain (the bad guy that does dirt good), from S.W. Atlanta, Ga. is a producer, writer,

and performer, co-scripted in "Gargamel", and fortified the background vocals in "Alliance Iz." Villain, a



trusted adversary carried out his orders with expertise. "Gargamel" is the answer for all the haters. Villain

is associated with EDUBB and IM Productions out of Decatur, Ga. X Monroe X Monroe from New York,

also represents IM Productions and is affiliated with EDUBB, a hot new and exciting talent from Decatur,

Ga.. X Monroe is an assassin who takes no prisoners when carrying out his orders of execution. X

Monroe the professionals' professional, makes a brief but permanent impact bringing the heat for the

Deadly Alliance on the street wise track "Grinch." Rodney J. Rodney J. from Stnlithcatur, Ga. is the

espionage specialist. Automatically ladies become interested and want to know what the J. is his name is

for and on "Can't Get Enuff" Rodney J. answers. Rodney J. will be performing high priority assignments

for the Deadly Alliance, himself, and you in the immediate future. lil Tay lil Tay, also from Stnlithcatur, Ga.

is the heavily strapped baby assassin in this take no prisoners war. Recruited by many but down with the

Deadly Alliance lil Tay proves to be a very valuable asset. Using real life situations as his inspiration for

his rhymes, lil Tay makes know exceptions or stipulations in representing his abilities. Fans The Deadly

Alliance would like to express their appreciation for taking the time to view this web sight as well as

reading this brief summary. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS THE DEADLY ALLIANCE IS CURRENTLY ON A

SECRET MISSION THAT IS TOP SECRET, CLASSIFIED, & UNDERGROUND. CODE NAME BOY U

SICK. YOUR INSTRUCTIONS PURCHASE  HOLLA BACK boyusick.com
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